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As the labor question is steadily and rapidly increasing in
recognized importance, every effort should be made to place
its “social solutions” upon a thoroughly scientific basis. One
of these “solutions” relates specially to the true and ultimate
system of currency. I have just received from some unknown
friend, probably the author, a small pamphlet entitled “The La-
bor Question: what it is, method of its solution, and remedy
for its evils,” by Charles Thomas Fowler. In it Mr. Fowler
says, with great terseness of expression and with truth, that
“the birth of the first bill of exchange was the death of the last
specie dollar.” Bills of exchange, bank checks, and negotiable
paper of all sorts add just so much to the body of the currency;
and this issue is unlimited by law, and unlimited in fact, ex-
cept by the exigencies of trade.1 They are just as really cur-
rency as the specie dollar, the greenback, or the bank bill. A

1 The terms currency and money are generally used as synonymous. It
may be well, however, to discriminate. Boucher insists that the term money
can only apply to that which rests on the public confidence at large and is
intended to continue in circulation, whereas checks, drafts, etc., are intended
to serve on special occasions for the convenience of individuals. There is
no objection to noting this difference, but it is not vital. It is still true that
all these other forms of paper promises which enter into commerce, and



field which has no fence upon one of its sides is not fenced
in, no matter how high and strong its fences may be on the
other sides. So, the volume of the currency is not, in any true
sense, limited by prohibitions of free banking, by a return to
specie basis, or by any other means, so long as negotiable pa-
per can be freely issued by individuals; and this free issue of
negotiable paper is too useful, and too well intrenched in ne-
cessity, ever hereafter to be interfered with. Commerce can
be hindered and trammeled to some extent—it may even, for
a time, be seriously disturbed—by statute arrangements claim-
ing to regulate the currency, whether by restrictive measures,
or by flooding the community with over-issues; but the volume
of the currency can no longer be adjusted by such means.

There is, it is true, a certain temporary advantage in the
specie basis, simply because it is traditionally believed in, and

effect exchanges, and represent values, and which in the aggregate are far
the greater part of such representative, are a portion of the currency properly
so called. Money is a distinct part of the transportation of a country; but
common roads and carriages and every other means of conveyance, down
to the dog cart and the legs of the individual walker, are also a part of it,
and in the total aggregate must be taken into the account. So, in respect to
the currency, checks, drafts, etc., must be taken into the account as well as
actual money, when the question is of arbitrarily limiting the total bulk of
the machinery of commercial exchanges.

A friend, to whom the manuscript of this article was submitted
for examination, takes the following exception, in a letter to the author, to
the latter’s statement that the issue of currency is unlimited by law. “The
Massachusetts statute-book, as well as those of most of the other States in
the Union, contains laws prohibiting, under penalties of fines, the issue as
currency of notes, bills, checks, and orders, except such as are especially
authorized by the State, United States, or British Provinces of North Amer-
ica. True, these laws are not enforced; but this is because the speculating
classes have no occasion to demand their enforcement. They are very glad
to avail themselves of checks, etc., so long as they can do so under the old
plan; but, should any one attempt to issue such money as you propose at a
rate of discount just high enough to cover the expenses of issue, thus beating
the bankers on their own ground, the laws would be enforced at once. The
bankers oppose every effort to have them removed from the statute-book.”
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beliefs or ideas enter into the question of the stability of values.
This fact is felt by the advocates of a specie basis. They, and oth-
ers, would not have so much of the sensation that “the bottom
is all knocked out,” if we could return to such a basis, and that
confidencewould go for something. On the other hand, the sole
alternative, so far as seen by the advocates of specie basis, is a
fluctuating and limitless issue from time to time of government
paper money, with no other regulation than that of an ignorant
and changeable public opinion, operated by interested political
and financial agitators and wireworkers. Such are the grounds
of the honest advocacy, so far as it is intelligent, of a return to
a specie basis.

On the other hand, the advocates of paper money and ex-
pansion have their side of the truth. They see or feel the fal-
lacy of the claim that specie basis really means any thing but
an illusion, knowing as they do that gold and silver are real
commodities rising and falling in value along with all other
commodities, and that they will in no event make the whole
volume of the currency, but will be only a fixed factor—in so
far as fixed—along with other changeable factors in the compo-
sition of its total volume; a fence upon one side of a field which,
on some other side, is an open common. They also see or feel
that the best currency would be such as should have some kind
of adjusted elasticity, or an expansive and contractile quality,
adapted to the fluctuating activities of trade, of which currency
is the instrument; and, in fine, that government might, if it
knew enough and were honest, subserve by its conceded pow-
ers this demand for an adaptation between the needs of trade
and the appropriate supply of its instrument.

But, on the one hand, the supposed stability resulting from a
specie basis is amere illusion, and onewhich is fast being found
out and exposed, while the remedy offered by the opponents
of a specie basis is not, in fact, the only alternative; and, on the
other hand, no existing government does know enough wisely
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to regulate the currency, and, as a rule, existing governments
are not honest.

The political issue about finance, now coming to the front in
the United States, and in a degree in other countries, is, there-
fore, on neither side intelligent or wholly well-intentioned,
while yet, on either side, representing something of the truth.
The discussion and agitation are, nevertheless, to be hailed as
among the most auspicious signs of the times. They signify
politics become educational—electioneering a university
training-school for the whole people. The community may
have to pay dearly for its instruction before it is through
with this new war of ideas ; but the right knowledge of the
subject will be ultimately evolved, and the war itself will be
the opportunity of the true teachers.

I have said that government paper is not the only alternative
of a specie basis. It is, however, the only one to which much
attention has been given; and the other—that to which I wish
to call attention—will need to be carefully elaborated and
described from time to time to make it clearly apprehended
as, in fine, the science of the subject. I mean a currency and
a system of banking based directly on labor and, in a sense,
self-regulating; that is to say, regulated and administered
by individuals, or by the people themselves, without let or
hindrance, without interference or prescription from the
government; although beneficent adjustments may possibly
take place between the action of the government and this
labor system of free banking.

The object of the present essay is not, however, chiefly to de-
fine or describe either currency in its specific details, or labor
banking as a system. It is rather preliminary to those consid-
erations, and will be confined in a great measure to the simple
ascertainment of THE UNIT OF LABOR, which, when ascer-
tained, may be taken as the dollar of the Labor Bank.

Every system of thought, every science which is accurately
constituted, has what is technically called its unit, its starting-
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and such as tend to even larger accumulations in rare instances,
and to a more undisturbed possession, than the existing order
renders possible. That subject, however,—the possibility of ex-
ceptional instances of great wealth, especially if administered
for- beneficent uses, in a community whose trade is regulated
by equity,—is a distinct one sufficiently extensive to require
separate treatment, and must be, for the present, disposed of
by this mere mention.

Let it be observed that no consideration whatsoever is given
in this article to the practical question,—to the possibility, that
is to say, and to the methods, if possible, of introducing the
labor currency; of engrafting it, so to speak, upon our present
complicated civilization, andmaking it the actual substitute for
all other systems of currency. It is the theoretical question only
which is here considered—the question of what is intrinsically
the right and true thing, irrespective of its feasibility. The prac-
tical question must be considered also, if a demand arises for
it, in a separate paper.
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point, that from which all its investigations take their depar-
ture, and to which they recur as regulative of them all. Thus
the unit of arithmetic is the numerical unit, or the number one;
the unit of geometry is the point, or minim of length; the unit
of weight is the pound; the unit of long measure is the foot;
the unit of mechanical force is the foot-pound; the unit of me-
chanical power is the horse power; and the unit of resistance
to the transmission of electricity is the ohm. The following def-
initions are furnished me by Prof. P. H. Van Der Weyde:—

A foot-pound, the unit of force or of work, is one pound
weight lifted one foot high against gravitation, the gravitation
taken at the surface of the ocean at forty-five degrees latitude.
The latter two considerations are, however, practically ne-
glected. The element of time in which the work is done is here
left out of the account.

A horse power, the unit of power or of the amount of force
exerted or work done in a given time, is thirty-three thousand
foot-pounds per minute; that is to say, thirty-three thousand
pounds lifted one foot high per minute, or three hundred and
thirty pounds lifted one hundred feet high per minute, or five
and one-half pounds one hundred feet high per second, or fifty-
five pounds ten feet high per second.

A man power is one-eighth horse power; so that a man may
lift seven pounds ten feet high per second, or four hundred
and twenty pounds ten feet per minute, or four thousand two
hundred pounds one foot per minute, or seventy pounds one
foot per second.

The French unit of force is the kilogrammeter, one kilogram
lifted onemeter high, or seven and two-tenths times our unit of
force. A kilogram equals two and two-tenths pounds; a meter
equals nearly three and one-third feet. A French horse power
is seventy-five kilogrammeters per second.

The ohm has been accepted by the British Association as the
unit of resistance in telegraph wires and other conductors of
electricity; and as the strength of the battery power must over-
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come such resistance, it has at the same time become the mea-
sure of battery strength. The ohm is the resistance which an
electric current undergoes in passing through one-tenth of a
mile of No. 9 iron wire.

The French unit of electrical resistance is that of one meter
of mercury contained in a glass tube of one square millemeter
section.

These definitions are introduced here for the purpose of
showing the pains-taking accuracy with which the student
of mechanics determines his units of measurement,—with
which, in other words, he establishes standards, or measures
those things by which other things are to be measured,—and
to emphasize the statement that Radical Political Economy,
or, so to speak, this branch of Social Mechanics, will begin to
be rightly constituted as a science only when we shall have
established, with equal accuracy, the unit of labor. Unless the
measure itself is measured, there is no accuracy, no certainty,
no scientific result.

By the science of Radical Political Economy I mean the sci-
ence of the laws of price-bearing wealth, as wealth should be
produced and distributed in order to secure the absolutely equi-
table exchange of labor and commodities.

I say Radical Political Economy, because ordinary or current
Political Economy inquires, rather, into the laws of wealth as
it is in fact produced and distributed, with only such sugges-
tions of improvement as do not affect, radically, the present sys-
tem. I say price-bearing wealth, because there is much wealth
which is, or should be, unpriced or priceless; which does not,
or ought not, therefore, to enter into commerce at all, in the
ordinary sense of commerce. The blessed air of heaven, the af-
fection we bear to lovers, children, and friends, have in them
a world of wealth to those who receive them; but they are, or
should be, a free gift, uncalculated and unmeasured by price,
definite estimate, or equivalent. Our affections are degraded
when they are reduced to the level of price-bearing commodi-
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piness, are only a basis. The human soul has legitimate aspira-
tions for distinction, preeminence, largeness of individual envi-
ronment, and the means of great and beneficent achievement,
which may demand the possession of exceptional wealth of the
acquired and price-bearing variety, as well as mere natural en-
dowment. These aspirations the existing order of society does,
to a considerable extent, gratify; but it does so at the expense of
a general denial of equity, and of a consequent all-prevalent ir-
ritation, ending in the insecurity of the verywealth so acquired.
Equity is, therefore, a question of method, of economy, and of
security, as well as a question of the just distribution of wealth.
The demand for some opportunity for larger acquisitions than
are afforded by mere equity is, nevertheless, a true voice of the
soul, and the supposition that the doctrine of equity completely
forbids any such aspiration is one of the greatest hindrances to
its acceptance. There is a secret repugnance to the doctrine left
in the mind, despite the logical cogency which may compel
an intellectual assent. This comes, however, entirely of mis-
apprehension. It is not essential that a devotion to exact and
technical equity should predominate in all human transactions.
What the doctrine affirms is merely that, by bargain and traffic
regulated by equity, large fortunes could not be acquired, while
every body under the operation of that principle might become
measurably rich. It stops at this. It does not concern itself with
any other class of transactions among men, neither denying
nor affirming the possibility of acquiring exceptional wealth
by other methods. This particular doctrine is merely a branch
of social science, and does nomore thanmerely furnish the law
of a single variety of human transactions. Wemust then look to
social science at large for the answer to the question whether
there are methods of gratifying the desire to wield great ac-
cumulations of wealth, other than trade on the price-bearing
basis, and not antagonistic to commercial equity. As a student
and teacher of social science, I can only, at this moment, aver
that such methods exist within the scope of a true social order,
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tive Industry will be in a great measure realized. What could
be asked for better than all this?

Upon this third point a word should be added. The inferior
workman, forced out of an employment, may and often will
prove to be the superior workman in some other; so that to
be driven out of the labor market only means, in fact, being
transferred to something better, until the whole world shall be
employed at just that which it likes best to do.

A fourth result, perhaps the most important of them all, will
be to substitute a PRINCIPLE for the settlement of prices in-
stead of the system of universal higgling and overreachingwhich
now prevails; a civilized and scientific, instead of a barbarous,
method. If war may be defined as an inflammatory social fever
tending to the surface, trade for profit, by bargaining, may be
regarded as the low or typhoid form of the same, a disguised
and diffused fever, a state of modifiedwar of all against all. This
greatest effect of equity would then be to substitute interstitial
peace for a universal state of interstitial warfare in society, open-
ing the way to all kinds of beneficent cooperation in the place of
an antagonistic individuality.

It must not, however, after all has been said, be concluded
that the mere operation of the principle, “labor-cost the limit of
price,” will fulfil all the conditions of social harmony, and sup-
ply of itself the true social organization. It is simply a plank in
the ship, or, if you will, the keel; but it is not the whole struc-
ture. Nor will it prove, taken alone, altogether satisfactory. A
society constituted merely under the operation of this princi-
ple would, indeed, secure a genial and beneficent equity, but it
would also lead to a certain dead-levelism of conditions which
would lack an element of picturesqueness and variety which
the human mind also craves.

Nobody could ever become very rich; but the level prairie, or
the fertile plains of Lombardy, would prove dull, if the whole
world had nothing else to exhibit. Security of condition and a
sense of prevailing justice in life, while they are a basis of hap-
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ties. It is only, therefore, price-bearing commodities which are
the subject-matter of Radical Political Economy.

All price-bearing commodities—all, that is to say, which are
rightfully such, or which should be such—are the products of
labor; and it is the amount of labor concreted in the commodity
which is the true measure of its price,2 This labor is sometimes
called labor-cost, or the cost in labor of producing the commod-
ity; and it is then said that, from the point of view of Radical Po-
litical Economy, COST IS THE LIMIT OF PRICE. The principle
is the same if the price is put directly upon the labor, without
awaiting its concretion in a commodity. Hence it follows that,
in order to obtain the true measure of cost, and so of price, and
so a true standard of exchange or trade, i. e., a true dollar as the
unit of trade,—all these being now identified with each other,—
we must first ascertain, or in some way determine upon, the
unit of labor.

The first and simplest suggestion, in the inquiry after a unit
of labor, is the day’s work. The hour’s work is an important
fraction of the day’s work, but it is not so naturally the unit as

2 It is the striking peculiarity of Radical Political Economy that it em-
phatically denies that value, in the sense of utility, or the degree of the pur-
chaser’s need, can rightly, i. e., equitably, have any thingwhatever to dowith
settling the price; the price depending (equitably) wholly and absolutely, and
exclusively, on the amount of labor invested in the product. I cannot stop
here to expound this important doctrine, which is nevertheless matter of
demonstration when the subject is analyzed to the bottom of it. I allude
to it because, if the reader suppose that this essay is dealing with price as
compounded, in an uncertain way, of labor-cost and utility, as in ordinary
political economy, he will entirely mistake. Under the methods of Radical
Political Economy, the urgency of the purchaser’s need no more affects the
price he is to pay than it affects the length of the yard-stick by which the
goods are to be measured. The price is a fixed quantity and remains the
same whether the article ever finds a purchaser or not. If it proves unsalable
at its price, it is withdrawn from the market, and, in whatever way it may be
disposed of at any other than its fixed price, the transaction is understood
to be outside of equitable commerce. Equitable commerce is, in this respect,
merely like the one-price store.
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the day’s work. The day’s work is, it will be found, virtually
the labor dollar, and the hour’s work accords rather with the
dime or bit. But a day’s work is, as the matter now stands, too
indeterminate to serve as the scientific measure of something
else supposed to need measurement.

Work of any kind, in order to be accurately and completely
defined, must be determined in three aspects:—

First, as to the length of time;
Second, as to the degree of its intensity or severity;
Third, as to the degree of acquired skill, or ability previously

accumulated by other work preparatory to the work now in
hand; and as to certain other minor considerations.

The day’s work, to be made standard, and to serve as the
labor dollar, or the instrument by which all other work may be
measured or estimated, must, therefore, be itself defined in all
these three particulars.

First, as to the length of the standard day’s work. We
may take for this purpose eight hours. It is not necessary
to insist that this is inherently the true limit of the working
day, though much has been said, and may be said, in favor of
the division of the day of twenty-four hours into three equal
parts,—one for work, one for sleeping and eating, and one
for study and recreation. It suffices for our purpose to adopt
this period,—arbitrarily, if you will. Certainty is all that is
necessary. The “meter,” the scientific yard, serves sufficiently
well to measure cloth, whether it be precisely ascertained to
be the ten-millionth part (which it is intended to be) of the
earth’s diameter, or not.

Next, in respect to the severity of the work; and I am here es-
pecially indebted to Mr. Fowler for introducing the term inten-
sity, Josiah Warren, recognizing that the character of the work
is an element of the problem, used the phrase “the amount of
repugnance overcome” to denote the degree of hardship or bur-
densomeness of labor. The expression is accurate, but, like his
pounds of corn as a device for measuring labor, it is cumber-
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lar kind of work, having greater facility in it, will—with some
exceptions only—have also the greatest attraction or fondness
for that kind of industry. His estimate of its intensity will there-
fore be less than that of other men. In other words, it will not
be as hard work for him as for them, and, therefore, under this
new principle, his price will be less. Of course, then, he will
be preferred, and those for whom it is harder work or more
burdensome will be set aside. The very best workmen will first
be taken up by the employers; then the second best; then the
third best; and, finally, and under necessity only, the poorer
qualities; which, however, if called in, will be paid the higher
prices, as in the case of the children. There is, even as matters
now stand, a natural preference, of course, among employers
for superior workmen; but this preference is nearly neutral-
ized, and sometimes inverted, by the fact that such labor must
have the largest prices; so that poor laborers are about as read-
ily retained, and sometimes more so, than the superior ones,
whereby the survival-of-the-fittest principle is defeated, and
the general quality of products depreciated.

This paying of the best workmen the lowest prices upsets, of
course, all existing notions. It is a difficult point both for un-
philosophical and for selfishminds. It is, nevertheless, not only
abstractly right, but replete with the best possible results. It is
on the road to the reduction of all price to zero, or to the time
when all labor shall be play, and shall be exchanged for love
without price. But far short of this, and immediately, these
results follow: 1. All labor will be performed—as a rule—by
the best workmen and with the utmost efficiency, and, con-
sequently, all products will be carried up to the highest excel-
lence. 2. All prices will be brought down to the minimum, or to
the very cheapest at which the labor, or the product, can be af-
forded —tending to place both necessaries and luxuries within
the reach of all, 3. Every body will be gently and unconsciously
forced into just those pursuits for which they are best suited,
and for which they have most liking; in other words, Attrac-
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by the price paid for the labor. Such is, in other words, precisely
all that price can rightfully mean.

What, in the next place, would be the working results of
this principle upon the labor of children? Just this: as chil-
dren’s labor would have to be paid as much as, or more than,
that of grown people,—except when employed at those light
and pleasing labors which for them would resemble play,—no
employer would engage children for hard and unsuitable work,
except in cases of urgency or peculiar necessity; and then he
would submit to compensate them appropriately, according to
the principle. Children would then be, as it were, driven out
of the labor market (except in the emergencies above referred
to); which means, however, nothing more than that employers
would prefer, if practicable, to secure the heavier and harder va-
riety of labor when it was at the same time lower priced than
the other; and secondly, that children would be thereby left
free for acquiring education, and for play or untrammeled ex-
ercise, which is precisely what should happen. In other words,
children and grown people would be relegated, respectively, by
the working of a simple principle, to their true places,—a drift
which would co-operate exactly with what is now the effort of
wise and benevolent parents and guardians.

The case of children conducts us back to the question, re-
served above, of the similar working of the principle in deny-
ing pay for superior endowments, which, as a portion of nat-
ural wealth, are by the theory non-price-bearing commodities.
Here also it will be found that the effect is quietly to force every
body—not now children alone—into their true places; being in
fact, thereby, one of the greatest of social solutions. Under the
principle, the best endowed andmost efficient labor comes into
competition with inferior labor in each special branch, not, as
now, at a higher price, nor even at the same price, but abso-
lutely at a lower price. Of course, then, it will force itself in,
and force the inferior labor out. Let this be well understood.
He who should have the greatest natural fitness for a particu-
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some; and the idea is, for most purposes, better expressed by
the simple word intensity. There is another reason why the
introduction of this term, as a technicality for the purpose, is
important, and fairly entitles Mr. Fowler to claim to have en-
larged and improved the technical machinery, in this particu-
lar, of the science of Radical Political Economy. I was never sat-
isfied with the moderate degree of success which Mr. Warren—
or myself, in my effort to expound Mr. Warren’s ideas on this
subject twenty-three years ago (see “Science of Society”)—had
achieved in attempting to make clear the nature of, and mode
of measuring, the elements of work other than the time occu-
pied. I struggled with the difficulty at the time, and have al-
ways felt that I partially failed. It is Mr. Fowler’s use of the
term intensity in this connection which has stimulated me to
this renewal of the subject.

The special aptness of this term for this purpose, and the rea-
son why I deem it so important, will appear from the follow-
ing considerations. Continuity in time, mere forth-stretching
in the given direction, is called by the philosophers Protension
(forth-stretching); a stretching outward and around in all direc-
tions, as in space, is called Extension (out- or from-stretching);
and the energy of effort, by which things are, as it were, drawn
in upon and by the centering personality of the actor, is called
intensity (in-stretching). What we are dealing with is a depart-
ment of measure—the measure of labor, cost, and price; and
the metaphysicians have pointed out that these three modes
are the only three possible requisites of complete or exhaustive
measurement; so that we may, when we have thoroughly ap-
plied them, rest assured that, by such recurrence to first princi-
ples, we have scientifically compassed the subject. Hickok, for
example, in his “Empirical Psychology,” expresses this propo-
sition in these terms: “No quantity can have measure in any
other directions than extension in space, duration in time (pro-
tension), and intensity in degree; and when an act of attention
has stretched over the limits filled by the distinct quality in all
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these several directions, it has determined it in all the forms
which any quality can possess, and made it to be known defi-
nitely in all its measures of quantity.” The subject we are inves-
tigating is the quantity of labor; and the question is: Of what
does it consist in these three possible modes of considering it?

In respect to time measure, the protensity of labor, we have
said all that is requisite at the moment. In respect to its inten-
sity or severity we have ascertained that this is also a proper
element of the standard day’s work, and so of themeasure of all
work; and we must now inquire by what standard it can itself
be measured or estimated, and how, practically, the standard
can be applied. The subject is confessedly a difficult one. All
sorts of people put all sorts of different estimates upon the rel-
ative intensity or severity of all sorts of different labor. It may
almost be said that no two agree upon any point touching the
subject. But fortunately science is now sufficiently advanced
to teach us how to overcome this difficulty. The statistical and
other branches of science have familiarized us with the method
of general averages. It is possible to tell with proximate accu-
racy how many persons will commit suicide next year in Lon-
don, Paris, or New York; and even how many will choose the
razor, howmany the rope, howmany the pistol, and howmany
drowning, as the means of effecting death. It will be found
possible, in a similar way, when the world wishes to know, to
ascertain how many women think washing harder work than
ironing, and how many think the other way; and how many
men would prefer to work out of doors, and how many under
shelter. All these statistics of the details of human labor, and
of the estimates which men and women make of the desirable-
ness and undesirableness of every given pursuit and condition,
will in the future become subjects of science, and then of practi-
cal every-day knowledge and utility; and the labor dollar, then
having come into use, will furnish the unit of all such calcula-
tions. In that future when equity shall give labor its own, the
modes of rightly apportioning the burdens of life will be stud-
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“There being but one universally recognized
measure of value, and that being a value in itself,
costing what it represents in the labor which
is required to obtain it, the nation that adopts,
either from choice or temporary necessity, an
inferior standard violates the financial law of
the world, and inevitably suffers for its violation.
An irredeemable, and consequently depreciated,
currency drives out of circulation the currency
superior to itself; and if made by law a legal tender,
while its real value is not thereby enhanced, it
becomes a false and demoralizing standard, under
the influence of which prices advance in a ratio
disproportioned even to its actual depreciation.
Very different from this is that gradual, healthy,
and general modification of prices which is the
effect of the increase of the precious metals.”

What is here said of the relative fixedness of paper andmetal-
lic currency, which would be in a degree true if the comparison
werewith a currency to consist of the preciousmetals and noth-
ing else—which is not pretended,—applies as a condemnatory
criticism upon all systems of finance which exist or have ex-
isted; and the encomium can only be conferred rightly on the
labor currency, which has the characteristics insisted on in a
still higher degree than the metals alone would have them.

In the above definition of the labor dollar the day’s work of a
child is estimated at the same as that of aman or a woman. This
will be apt to strike the investigator at first as erroneous, but he
has only to recur to the principle to perceive that it is strictly
accurate. The severity, or repugnance overcome, in keeping
a child eight hours intensely at work, is almost sure to be as
great as, and is most likely to be much greater than, that of so
employing the time of a grown person; and by our principle, it
is this severity endured which is to be compensated or equalized
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The labor notes of the people, in the safe or vaults of the
banker, securing him inmaking his promises to render somuch
labor, or its equivalent in products, are what I have denomi-
nated labor bullion.

Trade or commerce conducted on this basis may be denom-
inated labor trade; and the transactions of this trade, with the
ruling rates for different kinds of labor, will come to be rightly
known as the labor market; and the labor rates of every species
of men’s and women’s labor, down to minutiae, will be regu-
larly quoted.

The radical, indeed the revolutionary, difference between
a currency based on this simple device and any previously
existing currency may still escape the reader, unless he
again reflects that the labor dollar means something defined,
and therefore definite, and that the current dollar means
something wholly undefined and indefinite. Consider the
difference in this respect between a common token, such as a
theatre ticket or a railroad ticket, and a paper, or even a silver,
dollar. The token obtained to-day will purchase a seat in the
theatre or the car to-day, tomorrow, or six months hence:
that is to say, it represents a definite something, or, in other
words, a fixed and ascertained purchasing-power. Not so with
the dollar, whether paper or metallic. You may know what
you can buy with them to-day, but what they will procure
for you to-morrow, a week hence, or six months hence:,you
cannot know, as their value may have fluctuated within any
limits; in other words, they have no fixed or ascertained, or
ascertainable, purchasing-power. The labor dollar has, then,
the character of the fixed token, as contrasted with that of our
present currency; or the character of a measure which is itself
measured, as contrasted with an elastic yard-stick, or the hand
or foot used as a pound weight.

In an article on finance by Mr. McCulloch, ex-Secretary of
the Treasury, he says:
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ied with intensity, and there will be found nothing insuperable
in the nature of the problem. The first great step is to convince
the minds of men of the desirableness of such knowledge.

It should be borne in mind that, when exchanges of goods
shall be made in accordance with a known law of equity based
exclusively upon labor-cost, trade secrets, being no longer of
any advantage, will be abandoned, and all knowledge of all
trades will be thrown open to all people. There will then be
greater facility amongmen for changing their occupations, and
for gratifying their tastes in their pursuits. This change will
also enable people to know far better than they nowknowwhat
labors they really like best, and are willing to do at the cheap-
est rate. There will then grow up a legitimate labor-market,
and all kinds of labor and products will be tendered at the min-
imum price as measured by the average estimate of the degree
of severity of the labor involved in them. In other words, ev-
ery act of purchase and sale will then be the result of the votes
of two parties on the relative repugnance and attractiveness
of the two varieties of labor involved; and the whole body of
trade will be a continuous canvassing of all such questions. It
is so now in part, and except that ideas are confused on the sub-
ject; that each party to every trade considers himself entitled to
take advantage of the other, which is an illegitimate element—
as much so in principle, as the sword or the slave whip thrown
into the bargain; and that no labor dollar, and therefore no in-
strument of adjusting labor-cost, has hitherto existed.

Assuming, then, that by the prevalence of equity, or the true
interchange of equivalents in labor-cost, we had a full supply
of everybody’s estimates of every kind of work in respect to
its relative repugnance or attractiveness,—its intensity, in fact,
as hard or easy work,—it would be easy to strike an average
which should be very exact—the true par of labor intensity; all
above that average being work of extra or plus intensity, or
above par, and all below it being work of minor intensity, or
below par. We have not, it is true, as the case now stands, the
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necessary data for establishing the exact par of labor intensity;
for the world has not hitherto thought it worth while to study
such facts. The best that can be done therefore, to begin with,
is to assume an average which will approach in some measure
to accuracy, and to go on constantly eliminating error and ar-
riving at a higher decree of precision.

Everybody has some idea of what constitutes an ordinary
or average degree of hard work. We may now, then, without
attempting to fix the idea any more definitely beforehand, fur-
ther define the labor dollar as a day’s work of eight hours—of
course whether male or female labor—of the average degree of
severity or intensity. I think the bare abstract idea of an aver-
age, or par, is all that is needed, and that it is better than Mr.
Warren’s corn measure. We all know sufficiently well what we
mean by “the usual degree of health,” and do not have to add
”as well as Mr. A or Mr. B;” and, if we should undertake to set-
tle the matter more exactly in that way, we should most likely
diverge at once into a discussion over the question whether
Mr. A’s or Mr. B’s health was of the average degree; thus
demonstrating that the bare idea of the average is more defi-
nitely fixed in our minds than the particular state of the health
of any individual. This view does not, however, antagonize the
previous suggestion that the extended and systematic observa-
tion of details will ultimately render the abstract idea still more
definite.

If parties, in negotiating an exchange, regard their labor as
of the ordinary degree of intensity,—which would occur in
the great majority of cases, especially under the criticism of
a worldful of appraisers,—that determines the point without
further parley. If, on the contrary, one or both differ in their
estimate from the average, that is matter of negotiation. If one
too much depreciates his labor, it will become, with culture,
under this system, matter of courtesy to insist on raising the
estimate. While, then, ordinarily a dollar note will be paid for
the day’s work or its produce in a commodity, the price and
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In those departments of life where courtesy is established,
there is no doubt on this question. If a weak woman burdened
with a child is allowed to stand in a crowded place, and strong
men sit at their ease, it is justly regarded as an outrage upon
decency; and yet the strong men would only be availing them-
selves of their natural advantages.

In a word, on principle, the question is settled beyond all
doubt that equity, in establishing prices, grants nothing on
the ground of natural superiority,—therein concurringwith the
principles of fair dealing as understood in games, and of cour-
tesy as understood in society. But still, with our present habits
of thought, the verdict may seem a harsh one; and many per-
sons will perhaps be more readily convinced if made to see
that the principle will work well in practice, than by the mere
sternness of the logic. This well-working of the principle is also
readily shown. But first, let us conclude our definition of the
labor dollar as the measure of radical equity.
The labor dollar is then, in fine, a vignetted paper

representative,—or its equivalent,—signed and issued by a
labor banker, of a day’s work, of man, woman, or child, of eight
hours’ duration, of average intensity and average extensity.

The general aspect of the labor dollar may be similar to that
of a current dollar bill more or less elaborately devised. Pa-
per will be the ordinary material, although it would not cease
to fulfil the conditions if some other available substance—as
parchment for instance—were used instead. Its cost and the
labor of signing, issuing, cancelling, renewing, etc., belong to
expenses, and can be repaid to the banker, equitably estimated,
along with all other labor.

A promise of labor to the same amount signed by an indi-
vidual not a banker, not vignetted, etc., would pass under the
more general designation of “a labor note.” Together, and with
all accessory commercial paper of the same order, they would
constitute the labor currency.
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Nature to the individual is something entirely for his selfish in-
dividual benefit, or something in which his weaker competitor
especially, and the public at large, should participate.

It is certain that the principle of equity, as rightly defined,—
the exchange of equivalent burdens, or of equivalent amounts
of repugnance overcome,—gives nothing for that which costs
nothing. The handsome woman degrades herself if she makes
a charge for exhibiting her beauty. It is wealth to the world,
as it is also to herself, but not price-bearing wealth; not an ob-
ject of ordinary commerce or trade. Ought it not to be the same
with superior natural talents and endowments of all kinds? On
the race-course and in the prize-ring, where the object is—as
here, in respect to equity—to neutralize all undue advantages,
it is not merely the swiftest horse or the strongest man, pure
and simple, who takes the prize. All advantages are first equal-
ized by granting to the weaker party compensating advantages.
The “light weight,” when pitted against a bigger man, has a due
concession made to him on account of his obvious inferiority.

Should not laborers, in seeking equity for themselves, be
ready to abide by the behests of equity throughout; when it
works against, as well as when it works for, them? Should
not the world’s workers come to be as generous, as honor-
able, as just, at least, as racers and prize-fighters? No pugilist
would call it a fair fight when a big fellow knocked down a lit-
tle one merely because Nature gave him the superior ability;
merely, in other words, because he could do it. No gamester
would refuse to give odds to one less versed than himself in
the game. Curiously enough, these are almost the only people
who have ever been dealing with the question of what is fair
play in any competitive engagement of man with his fellow.
Ordinary political economy never asks the question, but only
inquires to what extent, and by what means, the big fellows
actually get the advantage; what are the laws and operations,
in other words, of the natural tendency to advantage-getting.
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payment may go up to a dollar and a half, or down to the half
dollar, or may deviate to any other- degree, the dollar serving
in every case as the unit of comparison,—as, in a word, the
standard of labor-cost, price, and labor-value, which all come
to be identical; value meaning in this case, not utility, but the
buying-capacity of the dollar.

To illustrate: suppose a community reduced by any cause
to the primitive condition of barter. Instead of the poor de-
vice of the shinplaster,—referring for its measure of value to
the silver or gold dollar, which has taken its departure and is
no standard,—let the labor note be substituted. Miss Smith un-
dertakes the teaching of the village school. She will teach eight
hours a day, and she estimates her labor as neither above nor
below the average degree of intensity as hard work. This, then,
being exactly the value of the labor dollar as above defined,
Miss Smith charges one dollar—a labor dollar—a day for her
work. She has an average of twenty pupils. For each pupil the
parents become, therefore, indebted to Miss Smith the twenti-
eth part of a dollar, or one half labor dime, or five labor cents,
per day; and they pay her in their own labor notes, or in the la-
bor dollars, dimes, and cents which have come into their hands
from their trade with others. The labor money bills only differ
from every body’s individual notes written on common paper
in the fact that the storekeeper or postmaster has got up his
own notes in better style, printed and perhaps vignetted, and
issues them in the place of the common written scraps of pa-
per.’ These he keeps in his safe instead, as his specie basis, they
being the immediate representative of the labor of the village,
so far as it is in market. As fast as the work promised is done,
or its equivalent given in products, the notes are redeemed and
cancelled, or re-issued, and the transaction is ended.

In this manner Miss Smith gets her entire pay in good labor
dollars. These will command every body’s work and buy every
thing produced in the village. Dealing with the outside world
involves an extension of the problem which will not be con-
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sidered at this point. The school teacher may, in turn, to the
extent of her credit, and wishing to anticipate returns, issue
her labor notes, transmutable into labor dollars by the village
banker —the postmaster or store-keeper, as before stated. In
this manner she, and every one in the village, becomes a cap-
italist to the extent to which their neighbors have confidence
in their future ability and intention to fulfil their promises; and
so, able to create loan’s for themselves at any moment to this
extent; checked in the first instance by any lack of confidence
on the part of the immediate neighbors, and then on the part
of the village banker, who must have confidence also before
he will receive the individual’s labor note and replace it by his
own issue. Thus a healthy and continuous vigilance will be
exerted over this otherwise perfectly free creation of the labor
bullion of our new banking system. Risk and actual losses will,
however, occur ; but they will be reduced to a minimum by
the natural working of the system; and the village banker will
become an insurance agent to cover them, being allowed to
increase the currency beyond the bullion in deposit the slight
percentage found practically necessary to that end.

Apart from this percentage to cover losses,—which will be
kept at the lowest, as it will be added under the immediate in-
spection of the whole village, each individual being constantly
taxed his proportion of every loss,—the village banker is not
to be allowed to issue a single labor dollar for which he has
not the same amount of labor bullion—the labor notes of the
people—in deposit; including, however, his own labor notes
covering his services, and issued on the same terms as those of
any other citizen. Every over-issue should be deemed a fraud,
and prevented or remedied by well-devised checks upon the
conduct of the banker,—such as numbers on the bills issued,
reports and inspections of committees, etc.,—until confidence
is so established as to dispense with unnecessary caution. The
banking office will be open to competition in respect to the
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best management, like any other business. If a dozen bankers
spring up in the village, no matter.

Another element remains to be added in the constitution of
the labor dollar,—one which has been alluded to above, and
then purposely postponed until now. This is what we will
technically call the Extensity of the day’s work,—an element
which extends beyond, or goes outside of, the particular day
upon which the work is to be done. This element is the acquired
skill of the laborer, secured by previous labor fitting him to do
the work; the wear and tear of instruments or tools of his own,
which he brings into the work; particular risks of any kind as-
sumed by the laborer, etc. This item is fixed also by averages
and the mutual estimates of the parties contracting.

Prior labor giving skill is to be estimated upon the same prin-
ciple as other labor; but, the cost being distributed by estimate
to all who will be ever likely to avail themselves of the skill, it
becomes generally a small item in the individual case: such as
it is, however, to be settled by the estimates of the worker and
employer, or tacitly covered by the general price demanded for
the day’s work. So with the other matters included under this
head. All legitimate risks are legitimately covered by an aug-
mentation of price.

It is a curious working of this equitable system of exchanges
that, while acquired skill involving prior labor is an element of
the price of labor, superior natural ability—“the gift of God”—
is left wholly out of the account, and does not in any manner
augment the price. This is a point which is more frequently
than any other misunderstood, and which, when understood,
is most likely to meet with objection from new investigators
of equity. A little close attention to it, however, will remove
all difficulty. It is undoubtedly true that superior natural abil-
ity does give a natural advantage, which the possessor may, if
he will, and which at present he does, avail himself of in dis-
posing of his labor. The question now is, however, whether he
ought really to do so; or, in other words, whether the gift of
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